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Abstract

Evaluators display significant in-group bias in many contexts. This paper uses several reforms to inter-

national cricket matches to study how the presence of a neutral evaluator affects bias. Prior to the reform,

the two on-field umpires shared the nationality of the home team. We find that the mandated introduction

of a neutral umpire reduced discretionary decisions against the foreign team but left decisions requiring no

umpire discretion unchanged. We document that this reduction in bias is not just due to replacing biased

home umpires. Instead, the presence of a neutral umpire reduces the bias of home umpires. Bias reduction

is greatest when an experienced neutral umpire is paired with a less experienced home umpire. Surprisingly,

TV monitoring and the introduction of match referees does not affect bias. Collectively, these results suggest

bias reduction may result from a combination of conformism and career concerns.
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1 Introduction

Evaluating others is a staple of economic life. In many settings—–hiring teams, juries, cor-

porate boards, editorial committees—–evaluators have significant discretion, make decisions

under uncertainty and are taxed by time and multiple demands. Psychologists say these

conditions are a recipe for discrimination and a number of studies document the existence

of in-group bias in academic committees, referee decisions in competitive sport and bias in

policing among others. Yet few institutions have formal rules to maintain evaluator neutral-

ity and we have limited evidence on its effects.

In this paper, we study how introducing neutral evaluators affects bias by analyzing a

series of reforms to the game of cricket over the past century. Cricket is a useful lab to study

this question because all cricket matches are refereed by two on-field umpires who make

individual decisions that require varying levels of discretion. Using a combination of inning-

level and decision-level data, we estimate the effects of three reforms to the composition of

umpiring panels and the level of scrutiny that umpires faced: (i) a reform that mandated

that one umpire in the pair be neutral, (ii) a reform that mandated both umpires to be

neutral, (iii) a reform that introduced television umpiring and a third-party match referee

to assess umpire decisions.

Until 1994, all international cricket matches were refereed by two umpires from the host

country. Using inning-level data, we study the effect of a reform that mandated that one

umpire in the pair should be a neutral umpire in a certain class of matches (Test matches) but

left the umpiring panel unchanged – i.e. two home umpires – in another class of matches (One

Day Internationals). We use a triple difference-in-difference design that compares umpiring

decisions (i) before vs after the reform, (ii) in Test vs One Day International matches, (iii)

made against the home vs foreign teams to estimate the effects of this reform. Throughout,

we focus on a set of high-stakes decisions that cricket umpires must make—–to adjudicate

whether a batsman is dismissed.

Using inning-level data, we find that the introduction of a neutral umpire reduces the

number of discretionary decisions against the foreign team by 9.2% (0.12 standard devia-

tions). In contrast, we show that there was no effect of the reform on decisions that afforded

umpires little discretion.

Next, using umpire-inning level data, we understand how the composition of discre-

tionary decisions changed following a similar reform in One Day International matches in
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2002.1 We find that prior to the reform home umpires awarded fewer discretionary decisions

against the home team relative to the foreign team. After the reform, neutral umpires act

as expected and award a similar number of discretionary decisions against both the home

and the foreign team. Surprisingly, the home umpires that are paired with a neutral umpire

increase the number of discretionary decisions against the home team. This latter effect re-

sults in both neutral and home umpires awarding a similar number of discretionary decisions

against the home and foreign team after the reform.

As a corollary of the bias reduction effect that neutral umpires have on home umpires,

we find that a subsequent reform which required both umpires in Test matches to be neutral

did not have any additional effect on reducing bias. Collectively, these results suggest the

initial bias reduction effect of introducing a neutral umpire was driven by two forces: the

replacement effect of substituting a biased home umpire with an unbiased neutral umpire,

and the debiasing effect that a neutral umpire has on the remaining home umpire.

Why might the presence of a neutral umpire reduce biased decisions of a home umpire?

We test the importance of monitoring and career incentives by looking at a separate shock to

the monitoring technology: the introduction of TV umpires and match referees to grade the

performance of on-field umpires. Surprisingly, we find that this reform had no effect on the

bias of home umpires suggesting that reputations or career concerns alone are not sufficient

to account for our results.

Instead we find that bias reduction is larger when a more experienced neutral umpire is

paired with a less experienced home umpire. This suggests that home umpires may conform

to a standard set by a senior colleague in addition to being motivated by career incentives.

Our primary contribution is to the recent literature that examines how minority presence

on committees affects decision-making (Bagues, Sylos-Labini, and Zinovyeva 2017; Bagues

and Esteve-Volart 2010). These papers find negative results—–the presence of minority group

evaluators (here women) makes male evaluators even harsher toward female candidates,

possibly a reaction to counteract the supposed biases of female evaluators. By contrast, we

find that the presence of a neutral partner umpire reduces the bias of home umpires.

Our paper also contributes to the literature studying how to reduce discrimination,

summarized recently by Bertrand and Duflo (2017). We show that a policy of evaluator

neutrality may successfully reduce bias both through their own impartiality and through their

influence biased evaluators. Similarly, Goldin and Rouse (2000) show that the introduction

of blind auditions reduced bias against female musicians, while Hardin and Banaji (2013)

1We are unable to analyze the 1994 reform to Test cricket using in the triple difference because of data
limitations.
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show that simply being around a positive role model of the discriminated group can also mute

implicit prejudices. Beaman, Chattopadhyay, Duflo, Pande, and Topalova (2009) describe

how exposing male voters to female leaders reduces implicit bias against women, while Pope,

Price, and Wolfers (2013) show that making NBA referees aware of their biases appears to

reduce racial discrimination in foul calls.

Finally, our paper is also related to the literature that uses competitive sport as a lab to

study behavioral phenomena. These papers describe how referees’ decisions can be influenced

by subconscious factors – referees seem to consistently favor the home team in awarding

extra time at the end of football matches (Garicano, Palacios-Huerta, and Prendergast 2005;

Dohmen 2008; Pettersson-Lidbom and Priks 2010), and these impulses can be muted by

providing career incentives to make fair decisions (Rickman and Witt 2008). Discrimination

can also lead to players adjusting their own strategies in response to bias (Parsons, Sulaeman,

Yates, and Hamermesh 2011).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes relevant features of

cricket and explains what umpires do. Section 3 describes the data and empirical strategy.

Section 4 discusses the results, and section 5 discusses robustness of the main results. Section

6 concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Cricket Basics

Cricket is a bat-and-ball game played between two teams of 11 players each. Teams win

by scoring more runs—–ie. points—–than the opponent in the stipulated number of overs

(an over consists of 6 balls). Each team has a turn to bat—–an inning—–and attempts to

score as many runs as possible while the fielding team attempts to get batsmen dismissed

and restrict run-scoring. Once a batsman is dismissed, they cannot return.

2.2 Match Types

Cricket is primarily played by the United Kingdom and former British colonies. Judged by

its fan-base, cricket is now the world’s second most popular sport. While franchise-based

cricket has increased in importance in the last decade, international cricket has historically

and continues to be the premier form of cricket. The majority of matches occur during

bilateral series between two countries with one side playing the host (i.e. the ‘home team’)
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and another side visiting (i.e. the ‘foreign team’). There are occasionally series involving

more than two countries that may or may not be played on neutral ground.

Importantly, there are three types of international cricket matches: a ‘Twenty-Twenty’

(T20) game consists of 20 overs per side and each side has an inning, a ‘One Day Interna-

tional’ (ODI) consists of 50 overs and each side again has one inning, and a ‘Test Match’

(Test) can take a maximum of five days and each side has two innings. Within each match

type, the rules of cricket are virtually the same with some minor exceptions. We restrict

attention to ODI’s and Tests as T20’s began after the reforms of interest.

2.3 Umpiring in Cricket

2.3.1 Decisions made by Umpires

Umpires have strong incentives to be seen as impartial and make good decisions: they are

typically monitored by the International Cricket Council and the best umpires are promoted

to an elite umpiring panel based on the reputation they build through the quality of decisions

they make. Elite umpires referee the biggest matches, and elite umpires who are performing

poorly may not have their contracts renewed.

Historically, an umpiring panel in cricket consists of two umpires who are on field through

the course of the match. The two on-field umpires share responsibility for regulating play

and alternate each over between being a primary umpire and a secondary umpire.2 While

there is sometimes consultation between the primary and second umpires, the majority of

decisions are made by the primary umpire.

The most significant call a cricket umpire makes is deciding whether a batsman is dis-

missed or given ‘out’. There are many different ways that a batsman can be given out in

cricket and some modes of dismissal offer the umpire more discretion than others. Consider,

for example, the following four modes of dismissal: bowled, caught, leg-before-wicket (LBW)

and run out.

A batsman is out ‘bowled’ if he misses the ball and it hits the wickets3. This mode of

dismissal offers the primary umpire virtually no discretion: if the ball hits the wickets, the

batsman is out bowled; if it does not hit the wickets, he is not out. Figure 1 illustrates how

2For example, during the first 6 balls (i.e. the first over), the primary umpire – referred to as the ’bowler’s
umpire’ – will make the majority of decisions. In contrast, the secondary umpire – referred to as the ‘square
leg umpire’ – only makes a very narrow set of decisions. In the second over, the umpires will switch positions.
The umpires will alternate in this manner until the match is over

3The wickets are the three wooden poles that the batsman stands in front of and protects as he faces the
bowler.
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clear-cut this decision is. We consider this a ‘non-discretionary’ decision.

A batsman is out ‘caught’ when he hits the ball in the air and a fielder catches the

ball before it hits the ground (See Figure 2). As such, when a batsman is out caught, the

primary umpire has some discretion: he has to judge (I) whether the batsman did indeed hit

the ball and (II) whether the ball was caught by the fielder before it hit the ground. Since

‘caught’ dismissals cannot unambiguously be classified as a discretionary or non-discretionary

decision, we do not consider this mode of dismissal in our analysis

Perhaps the most contentious mode of dismissal is known as ‘leg before wicket’ (LBW).

Figure 3 displays a typical scenario where the ball has hit the pads of the batsman and the

umpire (wearing a white hat) must make a judgment as to whether the ball will go on to

hit the wicket.4 If the primary umpires rules this is the case, the batsman is dismissed. The

secondary umpire is rarely involved in this decision. In his survey of cricket rules, Brodribb

(1999) says that “No dismissal has produced so much argument as lbw; it has caused trouble

from its earliest days”. We classify this mode of dismissal as a ’discretionary’ decision. LBW.

Finally, an umpire may judge a batsman ‘run out’. Figure 4 demonstrates a typical case,

where a batsman has attempted a run, and a fielder from the opposing team collects and

throws the ball at the wickets before the batsman has completed their run. In this case,

the umpire must judge whether batsman reached the ‘crease’ (the white line in Figure 4)

before the ball hits the wickets. Unlike the prior modes of dismissal, the secondary umpire

is frequently involved in this case. We consider this decision a discretionary decision as well.

2.3.2 Reforms to Umpiring

In 1986, Pakistan’s cricket captain, Imran Khan, irritated that his team’s strong home record

was attributed to biased umpiring, insisted that two Indian umpires officiate a match in

Lahore against the dominant West Indies side. He repeated the gesture in a high-profile series

against India in 1989, inviting two English umpires to referee. In 1994, the International

Cricket Counil (ICC) institutionalized this concept, requiring at least one neutral umpire

in all Test matches, however ODI’s were left unchanged. In 2002, the ICC extended this

rule, mandating that both both umpires be neutral in Tests and that at least one umpire

be neutral in ODI’s. The final reform we consider is the 1992 ‘third umpire’ reform. The

third umpire or ‘television’ umpire was solely used to judge whether a batsman was ‘run

out’. At the same time, an off-field ‘match referee’ was introduced to both judge the quality

4The pink line tracks the ball up to the point it hits the batsman’s leg, the blue line shows the path of
the ball were it not obstructed. The umpire must figure out if the unobstructed path of the ball would hit
the wicket.
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of decisions made by umpires but also as the final arbiter of adherence to rules by players

(e.g. disciplinary violations).

In 2008, the ICC introduced the Umpire Decision Review System (UDRS) which prin-

cipally uses a technology called ‘Hawkeye’ to track the trajectory of the ball to aid umpires

in LBW decisions and give players the right to review decisions. The use of this technology

is not mandatory and is still the subject of debate. As such, we do not consider this reform.

3 Data and empirical strategy

3.1 Data

3.1.1 Inning-Level Data

We obtained our dataset from cricinfo.com, cricket’s most reputed news and statistics web-

site. We have data on over 10,000 cricket matches between 1872 and 2011. For every match,

we have information on the number of dismissals of each type – ie. LBW, bowled, caught,

etc – and on the identity of the teams playing, the umpires adjudicating, the year of the

match and the location where the match was played.

3.1.2 Umpire-Inning Level Data

Unfortunately, the cricinfo data does not report which umpire made a specific decision in

their publicly available data. While most of our analysis relies on inning-level aggregates,

we also used text commentary, where available, to deduce which umpire made a decision.

These became available on cricinfo after 1999. Our algorithm searches for the occurrence

of an umpire name in the text commentary and detects the over in which an umpire made

a decision. This information is sufficient to attribute virtually all decisions to each of the

two on-field umpires as they alternate between overs and we know which over a decision was

made.

Using this method, we are able to recover 11,016 decisions in ODI’s that occurred between

1999-2011. The data enables us to identify, for each decision, the umpire type (neutral or

home), the type of decision made and which team it was made against.5

5We discard 1,995 decisions from Test matches as all of them occur after the reform of interest
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3.2 Empirical strategy

3.2.1 Compliance with Reforms to Umpiring Panel Composition

Our empirical strategy exploits the rule changes described in the section on reforms to um-

piring (Section 2.3.2) using difference-in-difference and triple difference estimation strategies.

Figure 5 illustrates the compliance with these reforms. The green line shows the average

number of neutral umpires in Tests while the blue line shows the average number of neutral

umpires in ODI’s. We observe that in 1994 there is virtually universal compliance in Test

cricket in adding a single neutral umpire. At the same time, we observe that neutral umpires

are occasionally used in ODI’s between 1994 and 2002 but compliance is only mandatory in

2002. Finally, we observe that after 2002 both members of the umpiring panel are neutral

in Test cricket. Similarly, in Figure 6 we observe that virtually all Test and ODI matches

introduced television or 3rd umpires during the 5 year period between 1992 and 1997.

3.2.2 Estimation Strategy

In the results section we report estimates from both a difference-in-difference and triple-

differences identification strategy.

The difference-in-difference design compares outcomes before and after a reform and

restricts attention to a certain match type (i.e. Test or ODI) or to a specific inning (i.e. that

of the Home team or the Foreign team). We estimate the following regression, where for an

outcome (discretionary or non-discretionary decisions) Yimpgt corresponding to inning i, in

match m, with team-pair p, on ground g in year t:

Yimpgt = αpt + αg + β1 ∗ Foreigni + β2 ∗ Postt + β3 ∗ (Foreign x Post)it + εimpgt (1)

Where αpt is a set of dummies that interact the team pair with the year the match is

being played. This variable controls for both the quality of the teams playing each other

and any aggregate year effects. αg is a set of fixed effects that control for the ground the

match is played on. Foreigni is a dummy that switches on if the innings corresponds to the

foreign team, and Postt is a dummy that switches on if the observation comes from a year

after the reform in question (e.g. 1994 for the main specification). β3 is the difference-in-

difference estimate. We cluster our standard errors at the match level since our data includes

multiple innings corresponding to the same match. Under the assumption of parallel trends,
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β3 delivers an unbiased estimate of the causal effect of the reform.

Our hypothesis is that neutral umpires reduced bias against foreign teams as measured

by discretionary umpiring decisions. Decisions over which umpires have limited discretion

should remain unaffected. For the triple differences specification that delivers our main result

– the effect of the 1994 neutral umpire reform on umpiring decisions in Test matches – we use

three dimensions of variation: (1) matches before vs. after the 1994 neutral umpire mandate,

(2) Test vs. ODI matches and (3) home vs. foreign teams. Importantly, the 1994 neutral

umpire mandate did not affect ODI matches until 2002. We estimate the following regression,

where for an outcome Yimpgt (discretionary or non-discretionary decisions) corresponding to

inning i, in match m, with team-pair p, on ground g in year t:

Yimpgt = αpt + αg + β1 ∗ Foreigni + β2 ∗ Postt + β3 ∗ Testm +

+β4 ∗ (Foreign x Post)it + β5 ∗ (Foreign x Post x Test)itm + εimpgt (2)

In this specification αpt and αg are as before but interact other terms in equation (1)

with a dummy for whether or not the match being played is a Test match (Testm. β5 gives

us a causal estimate of the effect of the 1994 neutrality reform on umpire decision-making.

3.2.3 Summary Statistics

Table 1 reports summary statistics for inning-level data in columns 1 & 2 and decision-level

data in columns 3 & 4. In total, we have 10,040 observations at the inning-level and 11,498

observations at the decision-level. On average, we observe there are 0.60 neutral umpires

per Test and 1 neutral umpire per ODI. These numbers average over periods where both

umpires shared the nationality of the home side (prior to 1994) to the point where both

umpires were mandated to be neutral in Tests (2002).

On average, we see that Tests and ODI’s have a similar number of discretionary and non-

discretionary decisions, although the overall level of decisions is great in Tests than in ODI’s

as there are twice as many innings.6 For the umpire-inning data, we observe that virtually

all the Test decisions (Col 3) have neutral umpires, reflecting the fact that commentary

transcripts that allow us to code decisions largely begin after 1994 reforms have been made.

Instead, the umpire-inning level data from ODI matches shows that 48% of decisions were

6Discretionary decisions include LBW’s, runouts, stumped, obstructing play and handling the ball. Non-
discretionary decisions include bowled, hit wicket, absent hurt, absent ill, retired hurt, retired out and retired
not out.
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made by home umpires reflecting the reform change in 2002.

4 Results

4.0.4 The Effect of Introducing a Second Neutral Umpire

Using inning-level data, Table 2 presents our main baseline result on the effect of introducing

a neutral umpire. Columns 1-3 demonstrate the effect of introducing a neutral umpire on

discretionary decisions. Column 1 suggests that introducing a neutral umpire increases the

number of discretionary decisions against the home team by 0.89 decisions (or about 30%).

Column 2 shows that the reform did not change the number of discretionary decisions by

umpires against foreign teams. Column 3 presents evidence from the triple diff regression,

showing that the introduction of a neutral umpire reduced the relative number of umpiring

decisions against the foreign team by 0.36 decisions (or about 12.8%). Columns 4-6 show

that there is no effect of the umpiring reform on non-discretionary decisions, which is a useful

placebo to show that we are not picking up spurious relationships that affected home teams

after 1994. Column 7 shows that the foreign team’s share of discretionary decisions reduced

by 9pp due to the reform.

4.0.5 The Effect of Introducing a Second Neutral Umpire

In Table 3 we use inning-level data and a difference-in-difference design – as in equation 2

– to estimate the effect of the 2002 reform that introduced a second neutral umpire in Test

matches. There was a contemporaneous change to ODI matches so we cannot run a triple-

difference design. Our estimates suggest that there is no additional effect of introducing a

second neutral umpire on discretionary decisions (Column 1). However, we do find a negative

effect on non-discretionary decisions (Column 2) that is driven by an increase in the number

of non-discretionary decisions for the home side. In Column 3 we observe that the relative

share of discretionary decisions increases for the foreign team (Column 3).

4.0.6 The Effect of Neutral Umpires on the Composition of Decisions

To examine the effects of a neutral umpire reform on the composition of umpiring decisions,

it is important to note that we were able to deduce which umpire made a decision using

commentary transcripts available on cricinfo.com, however these only became available in
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1994.7 As such, we are unable to use the 1994 reform to Test matches and instead focus on

the 2002 reform that mandated a single neutral umpire be used in ODI’s.

First, we start by showing that the neutral umpire reform in 2002 had similar, if less

precisely estimated, effects to the 1994 reform. Columns 1 and 2 in Table 5 report the

results of a difference-in-difference specification using decisions made before and after the

2002 reform against the home and foreign team. We see that there is a decrease in the number

of discretionary decisions and LBW decisions made against the foreign team, respectively

(although the latter effect is only significant at the 12% level). These results suggest that

the introduction of a single neutral umpire to ODI’s had a similar effect to the the 1994

reform in test matches.

4.0.7 Umpire-Inning Level Data

To look more carefully at how the reform influences the composition of umpiring decisions

we focus on LBW decisions, since we can assign which umpire – primary or secondary –

made a LBW decision, whereas it is less clear in the case of other discretionary decisions

(See Section 2.3.1).8

Table 4 reports the average number of LBW decisions by the composition of the umpiring

panel and team identity. Note that when both umpires are from the home country, the home

team experiences significantly fewer LBW decisions against them (0.05 per match vs 0.45

for the foreign team). This difference is significant at the 5% level. However, once paired

with a neutral umpire, home umpires no longer give more LBW decisions against foreign

teams. This suggests that neutral umpires have a debiasing effect on the behaviour of home

umpires. Note also the (reassuring) fact that neutral umpires are on average neutral: they

give a similar number of LBW decisions against the home and foreign team irrespective of

whether they are paired with a home or neutral partner umpire.

Columns 3-5 in Table 5 put these results into a regression framework using a triple-

difference specification as in equation (2). In addition to fixed effect for the ground the

match is played on and interaction terms between the team pair and year, we also include

umpire fixed effects to control for time-invariant characteristics of the umpires themselves.

We estimate effects using variation in whether a decision is made by a (1) home or neutral

umpire, (2) against the home or foreign team, and (3) whether the partner umpire is home or

neutral. Each observation reports the number of LBW decisions given by a home or neutral

7As described in Section 3.1.2
8We exclude matches played on neutral territory where we can’t assign whether a team is home or foreign.

This remove 17,753 decisions
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umpire against the home or foreign team in a particular match.

In Column 3, we report the results of the triple difference specification. In this case,

we compute the number of LBW decisions given by an umpire in a specific match (i.e. the

data is at the umpire-inning level). The coefficient on the triple difference suggests that

after the reform, the home umpire gives nearly 0.4 LBW fewer LBW decisions per match

(approximately 2
3

of a standard deviation) against the foreign team – relative to the home

team – when paired with a neutral partner umpire.

Column 4 and 5 show that this “debiasing” effect is driven by home umpires changing

their behaviour towards their own team. Column 4 restricts analysis to decisions made

against the home team, and shows that the presence of a neutral colleague almost fully

negates the “home bias” that umpires have to be less strict toward their own countrymen.

By contrast, column 5 shows that the presence of a neutral partner umpire does not affect

the home umpires behaviour toward the foreign team.

4.1 Understanding the Mechanisms Underlying Debiasing

In general, a neutral umpire may influence a home umpire’s decisions in a multitude of

ways. For example, neutral umpires may be able to closely monitor the decisions that home

umpires make, making it less likely that a home umpire can get away with a biased decision.

To wit, having a neutral umpire present may make reputational concerns of a home umpire

more salient. A neutral umpire may make poor decisions more salient to a home umpire,

thereby influencing what home umpires subsequently do to ‘make up’ for poor decisions.

Home umpires may even ‘learn’ from a neutral umpire or follow the example they set.

4.1.1 External Monitoring

One way that neutral umpires may ’de-bias’ home umpires is through monitoring their deci-

sions and shaping their reputations. While this specific channel maybe difficult to disentangle

from the numerous other channels described above, we use a shock to monitoring technology

– the contemporaneous introduction of TV umpires and independent match referees – to iso-

late this channel. TV Umpires were tasked with reviewing run-outs and stumping decisions,

while independent match referees are the arbiters of cricket laws, take note of any infractions

an umpire may have made and report on their performance to a central authority (the ICC).

TV umpires and match referees were introduced in 1992, and as Figure 6 shows, became

ubiquitous in cricket matches after that. By contrast, as Figure 5 shows, neutral umpires
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were only introduced to ODI matches in 2002. We exploit this variation to study the effect

of this two-pronged external monitoring intervention on umpiring bias.

Table 6 shows that there is no effect of introducing a TV umpire on all discretionary

decisions (Column 1), or on run-out and stumping dismissals (Column 2). In addition, we

don’t observe any systematic change in the level of these decisions for either the home team

(Column 3) or the foreign team (Column 4). While our results are by no means conclusive,

they suggest that there is something important about the on-field presence of a neutral

umpire that serves to discipline the biases of home umpires.

4.1.2 Conformism & Reputational Concerns

Another potential channel through which neutral umpires may influence home umpires is

through the channel of reputations concerns or conformism. While it is surprising that an

independent match referee has little influence on bias, we might imagine that being paired

with a – more tangible – senior neutral umpire may have a large influence on biased home

umpire.

In Table 7, we rerun our baseline triple difference specification (equation (2)) restricting

to specific quartiles of home and away umpire experience.9 In Column 1, we estimate our

baseline triple difference for comparison. Next, in column 2 we restrict attention to expe-

rienced home and neutral umpires and find little evidence for any effect of the reform on

discretionary decisions.10. While the estimate is imprecise, it is worth noting that the point

estimate is positive in this case. In column 3 we restrict attention to inexperienced home

umpires and experienced neutral umpires. We observe that in this case the coefficient is

negative, large (3.329) and highly significant.

Finally, in columns 4 and 5, we find that pairings of experienced home umpires and

inexperienced neutral umpires, and inexperienced umpires in general, respectively, do not

have detectable effects on bias. Collectively, these results suggest that debiasing effects are

greatest when inexperienced home umpires are paired with experienced neutral umpires.

These results are both consistent with home umpires caring about their reputations when in

the presence of a senior colleague or following a standard set by a senior colleague.

9Umpire experience is measured by the number of matches they have officiated prior to the 1994 reform.
All subsequent umpires are coded as having zero experience to avoid conflating the effect of the reform on
umpire experience.

10Experienced is defined as being in the upper quartile of matches officiated prior to the reform, while
inexperienced is defined as being in the lower quartile
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5 Robustness

5.1 Umpire Quality

One potential concern with our identification strategy is that umpire quality itself varies after

the reform in ways that are not observed. In Appendix Table A1, we run the main spec-

ifications from Table 2 including 539 umpire fixed effects. This controls for time-invariant

characteristics of umpires making it less likely that our results are driven by changes in the

composition of umpire quality after the reform. In columns 1-3 we see that the point esti-

mates are largely unchanged although the standard errors on the triple difference coefficients

are somewhat larger. Similarly, column 4 shows that the umpire seniority result is robust to

the inclusion of umpire fixed effects.

6 Conclusion

Economic research on discrimination has concentrated on modeling bias as a conscious choice,

and on empirically examining whether bias in various economic and social situations better

fits taste-based or statistical models of discrimination. This overlooks a vast literature in

psychology which suggests that much bias is implicit, and occurs subconsciously, outside

the awareness of the discriminator. Understanding implicit bias may be important because

the policy tools that have been deployed to fight institutionalized discrimination – such as

affirmative action, equal pay legislation, etc – may be less effective in tackling subconscious

biases.

One reason economists have not empirically investigated implicit bias is that it is difficult

to find real-world labs in which implicit bias in important, as most traditional labor market

choices are considered strategic choices, dominated by slow thinking. We use umpiring

decisions from thousands of cricket matches over the last 130 years as a lab to study implicit

discrimination. Cricket umpiring decisions are a good lab to study implicit bias because

umpires must make split-second decisions under high pressure, some decisions (eg. LBW

dismissals) afford umpires more discretion than others (eg. bowled dismissals), and each

match is refereed by two on-field umpires. We document that introducing diversity into the

two-man team of on-field umpires reduces bias against the away team by about 40%, and

this impact is only seen in decisions that afford umpires significant discretion. The impact of

diversity on bias is larger when the home and away teams are of different races, and is large

13



enough to reduce the home team’s probability of winning by about 10 percentage points.

We interpret our findings as showing that implicit biases is surprisingly malleable, con-

trary to the perception that it is a knee-jerk reaction stemming from hard-to-change forces

deeply rooted in the discriminator’s psychology. In particular, bringing diversity into a team

of evaluators may be a potential way to combat implicit prejudices especially when their

decisions involve significant discretion.
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Figure 1: The Batsman is ‘Bowled’

Source: Cricinfo.com
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Figure 2: A ‘Caught’ Dismissal

Source: Cricinfo.com
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Figure 3: An LBW Decision

Source: Channel 9 Australia
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Figure 4: A Runout Decision

Source: Channel 9 Australia
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Figure 5: Reforms to Umpire Panel Composition
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Figure 6: TV Umpiring Rule
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Tests ODI’s Tests ODI’s
Foreign 0.49 0.33 0.49 0.52

No. Neutral Umpires 0.60 1

TV Umpire 0.38 0.69 0.99 0.99

Discretionary Decisions 3.01 1.62 3.42 1.61

Non-discretionary Decisions 3.34 1.41 2.72 1.34

LBWs 2.16 0.63 2.75 0.74

runouts 0.54 0.79 0.48 0.70

Stumped 0.31 0.19 0.19 0.17

Bowled 3.30 1.40 2.70 1.34

Hit wicket 0.038 0.0077 0.010 0

Retired out 0.00050 0 0.010 0

home ump 0.019 0.48

Data-Level Inning Inning Umpire-Inning Umpire-Inning
Observations 3972 6068 1995 2953

mean coefficients; t statistics in parentheses

This table reports summary statistics for match-level (col 1-2)

and decision-level (col 3-4) data. Columns 1 and 3 restrict attention

to Test matches, while columns 2 and 4 refer to One Day Internationals(ODIs)

Discretionary decisions include LBW’s, runouts, stumped, obstructing

play and handling the ball. Non-discretionary decisions include bowled,

hit wicket, absent hurt, absent ill, retired hurt, retired out and retired not out.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 2: The Effect of Introducing a Neutral Umpire

Discretionary Decisions Non-Discretionary Decisions Disc Share Non-Disc Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Home Foreign All Home Foreign All Foreign Foreign

Post*Test 0.897∗∗∗ -0.0178 0.154 -0.171 -0.0923∗∗∗ -0.0387
(0.159) (0.161) (0.147) (0.146) (0.0264) (0.0288)

Foreign*Post*Test -0.363∗∗ 0.219
(0.170) (0.167)

N 3830 3830 9586 3830 3830 9586 3655 3616
Adj. R2 0.247 0.264 0.191 0.426 0.353 0.344 0.103 0.0828
Depvar mean 2.357 2.225 2.195 2.454 2.268 2.209 0.478 0.477

Standard errors in parentheses

All regressions include fixed effects for the ground on which the match is played,

Team Pair*Year fixed effects, and a control for whether a TV umpire and match referee were present

Columns 7-8 calculate the share of disretionary and non-discretionary decisions respectively

Standard errors are clustered at the match level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 3: The Effect of Introducing a Second Neutral Umpire

(1) (2) (3)
Discretionary Decisions Non-Discretionary Decisions All Decisions

Post*Foreign 0.0654 -0.446∗∗

(0.256) (0.212)
Post*Discretionary 0.0656

(0.0336)
N 1492 1492 1440
Adj. R2 0.0801 0.0601 0.193
Depvar mean 3.012 3.339 0.480

Standard errors in parentheses

This table is restricted to Test matches. All regressions include fixed effects for the ground on which the match is played,

Team Pair*Year fixed effects and a control for whether a TV umpire and Match referee were present

Standard errors are clustered at the match level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.0125



Table 4: Average LBW’s by Umpire Type, Pane Composition and Team Type

Umpiring panel Team
Umpire

Foreign Home Difference
Home-Home

Home 0.45 0.06 0.40∗∗

(0.16) (0.06) (0.17)
# innings 22 18

Home-Neutral
Home 0.46 0.39 0.07

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)
# innings 241 223

Neutral 0.46 0.36 0.09
(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

# innings 246 224

Neutral-Neutral
Neutral 0.56 0.48 0.08

(0.11) (0.12) (0.16)
# innings 45 46

Note: This table uses decision level data from One Day Internationals spanning 1994-2011. Each value is the average number of LBW
decisions by an umpire type (home or neutral) awarded against a specific team (home or foreign) in a specific umpiring panel (home-home,
home-neutral, neutral-neutral).
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Table 5: The Effect of Neutral Umpires on Home Umpires

Inning-Level Data Umpire-Inning Level Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
# Discretionary # LBWs # LBWs # LBWs # LBWs

Foreign Team 0.313∗∗∗ 0.188∗∗∗ 0.0870
(0.0581) (0.0333) (0.0584)

Foreign*Post 2002 -0.159∗ -0.0864
(0.0931) (0.0594)

Home Umpire -0.851∗

(0.443)
Neutral Colleague 0.601∗∗ 0.169

(0.292) (0.344)

Home Umpire*Neutral Colleague -0.00735 0.814∗ -0.0116
(0.0668) (0.429) (0.0797)

Home Umpire*Neutral Colleague*Foreign -0.408∗

(0.242)

Sample All ODI matches All ODI matches Home innings Foreign innings
Umpire FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 3650 3650 982 463 508
Adjusted R2 0.0387 0.0341 0.0242 0.0312 0.00420
Depvar mean 1.82 0.66 0.46 0.39 0.46

Standard errors in parentheses

This table is restricted to ODI matches. All regressions include fixed effects for the ground on which the match is played,

Team Pair*Year fixed effects, umpire fixed effects, and a control for whether a TV umpire and Match referee were present

Standard errors are clustered at the match level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 6: The Effect of TV umpires and Match Referees

(1) (2) (3) (4)
# Discretionary #TV Dismissals #TV Dismissals #TV Dismissals

Foreign 0.353∗∗∗ 0.163∗∗

(0.0835) (0.0682)

TV umpire -0.235 -0.202 -0.619 0.184
(0.375) (0.273) (0.429) (0.453)

Foreign * TV umpire -0.0804 -0.0298
(0.122) (0.102)

N 2290 2290 1059 1059
Adj.R2 0.0638 0.0305 0.0276 0.0719
ymean 1.662 1.083 1.083 1.083

Standard errors in parentheses

This table uses inning level data for ODI matches. All regressions include fixed effects for the

ground on which the match is played, Team Pair*Year fixed effects and a control for whether a TV umpire

and Match referee were present. Standard errors are clustered at the match level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 7: Triple Difference Estimates by Umpire Seniority

# Discretionary Decisions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
All Umpires Experienced Only Inexp-Exp Exp-Inexp Inexperienced Only

Foreign*Post*Test -0.363∗∗ 0.381 -3.329∗∗ -0.144 -0.00433
(0.170) (1.821) (1.683) (0.642) (0.975)

N 9586 326 1490 2950 730
Adj. R2 0.191 0.143 0.237 0.180 0.185
Depvar mean 2.195 2.801 2.026 2.329 2.137

Standard errors in parentheses

This table uses inning level data for all matches. Column 1 uses all data, column 2 restricts attention to umpires above

the 75th percentile of the distribution of experience

, column 3 pairs inexperienced home umpires (25th pct or lower) with experienced neutral umpires.

Column 4 restricts attention to experieced home umpires and inexperienced neutral umpires,

Column 5 is restricted to all inexperiecned umpires.

All regressions include fixed effects for the ground on which the match is played,

Team Pair*Year fixed effects and a control for whether a TV umpire and Match referee were present

Standard errors are clustered at the match level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 8: *
Appendix A1: Robustness to Umpire Fixed Effects

# Discretionary Decisions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Home Team Foreign Team Triple Difference Umpire Experience

Post*Test 0.944∗∗∗ 0.524∗

(0.290) (0.283)
[1em] Foreign*Post*Test -0.336∗ -3.329∗∗

(0.193) (1.683)
N 2793 2793 9586 1490
ar
ymean 2.357 2.225 2.195 2.026

Standard errors in parentheses

This table uses inning level data. Column 4 pairs inexperienced home umpires

with experienced neutral umpires. All regressions include fixed effects for

the ground on which the match is played, umpire fixed effects Team Pair*Year

fixed effects and a control for whether a TV umpire and Match referee were

present. Standard errors are clustered at the match level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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